
As money continues to pour into funds focused on environmental, 
social and corporate governance (ESG), Reuters has been 
breaking news and providing insight on the most important issues 

in sustainable business – the issues investors and companies most 
care about. Be it on policy, investment decisions or corporate strategy, 
Reuters has been ahead in highlighting the biggest ESG trends and the 
opportunities and challenges facing Wall Street and the corporate world. 
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EXCLUSIVE NEWS
• JPMorgan freezes donations to Republicans 

who contested 2020 U.S. election 

• BlackRock backs three dissidents to shake up 
Exxon board 

• Credit Suisse investors call for tougher coal 
finance policy

• Blackstone asks its companies to regularly 
report on sustainability

• Russian climate envoy calls race to tighten 
emissions targets “unreasonable”

• Biofuels processor POET in talks to acquire Flint 
Hills’ ethanol assets

• Tesla seeks entry into U.S. renewable fuel credit 
market

• Goldman escalates diversity push at portfolio 
companies; activists want more

• World Bank, IMF eye ways to link debt relief to 
climate change spending

• World Bank revises climate policy but stops 
short of halting fossil fuel funding

• Norway wealth fund tells firms: put more 
women on your boards

• European Development Finance group to exit 
fossil fuel investments by 2030

• Activist investor Ferrari targets environment, 
social laggards with new fund

UNPARALLELED INSIGHT
• New blood at Wall Street’s old guard rattles 

Corporate America 

• The little engine that could, and the oil giant that 
couldn’t 

• Buffett’s ESG snub risks alienating Wall Street

• Once ‘green’ plug-in hybrid cars suddenly look 
like dinosaurs in Europe

• Politically correct? Bond market steers clear of 
judgment calls

• EU prepares to turn the screw on asset managers 
over greenwashing

• Show us the plan: Investors push companies to 
come clean on climate

• U.S. corporate reformers face more fights to get 
proxy votes

• Putting the green in greenback? ESG investors 
target corporate accounts

• Carbon offsets gird for lift-off as big money gets 
close to nature

• Millennials and global consumers push U.S. 
companies to get political

• Why Biden’s securities regulator faces climate 
crackdown challenges

• EU plan to label climate-harmful investments 
faces finance industry pushback

REUTERS NEWSMAKERS
Leaders from across the globe discuss 
the most important issues around the 

environment and sustainability.
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TRUSTED VIEWS
Reuters Breakingviews offers unmatched, agenda-setting commentary. Highlights include:

• Jamie Dimon is the stone in green investors’ shoe

• Hong Kong softens the G in ESG

• Right-wing activists pose challenge to ESG crusade

• Danone’s purpose will survive chairman’s 
departure

• Private equity ESG hoops are too easy to navigate

• Shell’s new plan tests investors’ green resolve

• Rupert Murdoch’s ESG flaws hurt more than ever

• Fashion’s supply ignorance is no longer bliss

EYE ON THE STORY
• Pandora takes a shine to lab-grown diamonds

• BMW CEO says time is right for electric shift

• Time for sports to bench carbon polluters

• Big fashion companies lag behind on green 
targets

• Singapore’s first insect farm is turning larvae 
into valuable biomaterials

• Shell targets power trading and hydrogen in 
climate drive

• The Italian company 3D-printing eco-friendly 
homes

• Massive sustainable eco-farm harvests first 
crop

• Origami-inspired clothes ‘grow’ with your child
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Unlock more unrivaled coverage from Reuters and discover the latest editions of Reuters: The Big Picture. 
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• Access the latest stories online at  
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• Get agenda-setting commentary from  
Reuters Breakingviews.

• Access market-leading events, reports and 
expert-driven content on ESG from  
Reuters Events, including Reuters Impact, 
ESG Investment North America 2021 and 
Responsible Business 2021.

• Follow Reuters on Twitter and Facebook.
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